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542/1358 

Bus Exchange Expansion 
 
 

COSTS (Costs net of thirds-party contributions in brackets) 
Total Renewal Backlog Unallocated Growth 

$55,025,000 

($25,861,750) 

0 $5,397,961 

($2,537,042) 

0 $49,627,039 

($23,324,708) 

 

 

COST ALLOCATION 
Primary Driver:  Passenger congestion on footways and inside the 

building will worsen. Congestion for the current number 
of services servicing the central city will worsen and 
prevent any frequency increases to support growing 
demand. Diversion to cars will occur, increasing traffic 
growth in the city and on wider traffic network. This will 
negatively impact upon the outcomes being sought, as 
well as the whole viability of the central city. 

Secondary Driver:   

Capacity discussion:   

References:   

 

 

ATTRIBUTES 
Project Manager: Robert Woods, Paul Roberts 

Work Planned: Development of a larger central city public passenger 
transport interchange to meet the increasing demands 
on the public transport system and maintain patronage 
growth through improved service levels. 

Location: Lichfield Street, Colombo Street 

Special features being 
addressed: 

Current passenger and bus congestion, with additional 
capacity designed in for long term growth in the number 
of passenger and vehicle movements (at 2041- UDS 
consolidated scenario). 

A statement of the 
outcomes being addressed 
(LoS, Community 

Passenger LoS – (larger) airport lounge standard facility 
akin to the current exchange, with excellent pedestrian 
linkages to and from the pedestrian centroid of the CBD.
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Outcomes):  
Vehicle LoS – independent and priority movement (for a 
desired minimum number of buses) approaching, within 
and away from the facility. 
 
Community Outcomes – An attractive and well designed 
city, a safe city, a prosperous city. 

Options considered: Variations within the block opposite the current bus 
exchange, incorporating variously a bus only link 
between Tuam Street and Lichfield Street. These 
options have not proved feasible on a number of 
matters, particularly in terms of bus capacity, passenger 
environment and linkages and bus routing potential. 
Further options to be developed and reviewed free from 
land constraints and in terms of what will work most 
favourably for the public transport system in the long 
term, including any options to relocate the facility 
entirely. 

Implications of not doing 
the project: 

Passenger congestion on footways and inside the 
building will worsen. Congestion for the current number 
of services servicing the central city will worsen and 
prevent any frequency increases to support growing 
demand. Diversion to cars will occur, increasing traffic 
growth in the city and on wider traffic network. This will 
negatively impact upon the outcomes being sought, as 
well as the whole viability of the central city. 

Linkages with other 
projects: 

The bus exchange expansion is identified as one of a 
number of key projects within the central city transport 
concept plan adopted by Council in November 2005. 
Depending upon the final location, bus operations will 
have an impact upon the kinds of street treatments 
employed on adjacent roads. In the wider sense the 
project will contribute to central city revitalisation and the 
projects identified in that strategy. 

Location of other relevant 
supporting information: 

Council resolution of September 2004 recognising and 
supporting the development of budgets and plans for 
expansion over a 4 to 5 year timeframe. CCC LTCCP 
2006/16 identifies budgets in 2006/07, 2007/08 and 
2008/09 for the completion of an expanded bus 
exchange. 
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From: JUDITHCALLANAN for {b, N'OV 200y

To: Rob Dally

RE: PROPERTIES AT 72-76 LICHFIELD AND 78 LICHFIELD STREET

The purpose of this report is to update the Executive Team on the progress and issues surrounding the
purchase of4 properties, being 72-78 Lichfield Street, for a future Bus Exchange extension

A report was presented as a supplementary report by the Chair of the Strategy and Finance committee
to the Council meeting of 23 September 2004 and the following recommendations were approved.

1. That the Council note it is anticipated the existing Central Bus Exchange will be inadequate
to meet demands in four to five years time and there is funding available to address this.

2. That the Council note that provision has been made for a new Civic Building.

3. That the Council note the leadership role to which it is committed with regard to the
revitalisation of the inner city.

Memorandum



Scoping study brief for expansion of the Christchurch Bus Exchange
Transport and City Streets Unit, Christchurch City Council

Description
Within the context of a recently adopted central city transport concept plan for
significant changes to traffic management in the Christchurch CBD (see appendix 1),
the Council seeks to expand the current bus exchange site to meet the need for future
public transport growth. A multi-disciplinary scoping study is required to identify the
constraints in developing the expansion, together with development of a
recommended cost effective option. The preferred option will evolve from a
consideration of :

~
~
~
~
~
~
~

capacity requirements and arrangements for vehicle and passenger movement
proposed changes to the management of central city traffic
pedestrian access and circulation ttom streets and existing exchange building
availability and alternatives for land parcel groupings
heritage and architectural constraints and desires
integration with other public transport (taxi, electric shuttle, shuttles, inter-city)
ancillary functions (e.g. parking, retail, leisure, community services, etc..)

These are discussed in more detail below, however the key objective of this study is to
identify any constraints on the development of a feasible expansion to the existing bus
exchange and in so doing identify :

> recommended land parcels to safeguard
> a timeline for development and completion of the expansion, including any

interim routeing arrangements during construction and phase in of new bus
movements.

> preferred draft layout(s) of the expansion, including internal circulation of buses
and passengers

> scope for designing-in longer term growth
> cost estimates

To meet programmed public consultation timelines for the central city transport
concept plan, a final report is required by 17 December 2004.

Meeting requirements
One initial meeting to confinn study requirements and identify any information gaps.
As required thereafter for report back of direction and progress. Presentation of study
recommendations at completion.

Fees
To be agreed.

Confulentiality
For reasons of commercial sensitivity, all parties involved in this study should
consider all information privileged and not for circulation or communication in any
way to any third party. Contact with any third party should be discussed in advance.

Client Contacts
A cross-functional project control group is managing this study, the main contact
being Robert Woods, Public Passenger Transport Planner, Transport and City Streets
Unit.
(t): 00643941 8060, (t): 00643941 8864, (e): robert.woods@ccc.govt.nz



1. Background

The attached central city transport concept plan (see link in attachment 1) arose from
a history of strategising and public consultation to revitalise the central city with the
aim of promoting increased economic and commercial viability for the CBD. In 2002
the Lichfield / Tuam Street swap proposal was put forward as a transport project
within a central city strategy to revitalise the central city. Following some adverse
reaction to the project at that time, the Council resolved to form a cross sector central
city transport working party to investigate the wider transport objectives for the
central city in the long term. The working party was formed and began work in early
2003, developing what is now a transport concept plan for the central city that has
been adopted by the Council for public consultation during November 2004.

Constituent projects identified in the plan include bus exchange expansion and 'pure
cross' bus routing. Bus exchange expansion has for some time been seen as a
necessary requirement to meet the ongoing growth in the Christchurch Public
Passenger Transport system as the current facility approaches capacity. The pure cross
bus routing in the central city is considered essential for buses in preference to the
present inefficient east/west movements that are subject to the constraints of the one
way system. This 'pure cross' in terms of the bus exchange location is defined as
north/south movements along Colombo Street and east/west movements for buses
along Lichfield Street (which currently only allows one way eastbound flow to all
traffic).

2. Aspects of exchange expansion to be considered in the study

2.1 Capacity and arrangements for vehicle and passenger movement

The expanded bus exchange will comprise the current bus exchange site together with
expansion into an already identified development footPrint (discussed below), within
which alternative land purchase groupings (and therefore platform arrangements)
exist.

The passenger design capacity to be achieved within this expansion is derived from
the public transport system targets for 2018. Based on current patronage of the
system, annual passenger numbers are targeted to treble by 2018, to 45 million system
trips per year. A simple pro-rata calculation would suggest that in 2018 the expanded
exchange will need to cope with the peak flow of passengers generated within a daily
volume of 60,000 passengers. With patronage growth likely to take place substantially
through more suburban trips not involving movement through the exchange, a more
realistic figure would be to design for a peak flow generated within 45,000 daily
passenger movements. Depending on any ancillary uses of the building, this figure
may need to increase accordingly.

Design capacity for buses coming to and from the expanded exchange should allow
for independent and priority movement of each bus within and around the expanded
exchange. Allowance should be made for 12-15 new platforms in the expansion
whilst retaining the existing 9 within the existing building (note that the central city
transport concept plan requires removal of the 6 existing Colombo Street platforms
Dl-3 and El-3). Ways to design in additional capacity for the addition of platfonns
beyond 2018 should also be considered. It is to be assumed in the study that increased
through routing will occur, but with some requirement for peripheral termini in the
central city to remain.



2.2 Proposed changes to the management of central city traffic

Changes proposed to the management of central city traffic are outlined in attachment
1. The concept plan includes two options to achieve pure cross bus routing which
would mean two way bus movement on Lichfield Street and potential routeing
through the exchange (see appendix 2). The study should consider each of the two
options and how these could most effectively combine with alternative platform
arrangements, passenger movements and architectural desires, as well as any heritage
and structural constraints.

2.3 Pedestrian access and circulation from streets and existing exchange

Consideration should be given to ways in which passenger perceptions of walking
distances from the 'pedestrian heart' of the city can be minimised. For example, by
providing above street access to the expansion building from the existing exchange
and from Colombo Street. Consideration should also be given to passenger waiting,
boarding and alighting behaviour in the development of platform and lounge
arrangements that maximise passenger comfort and space during peaks, whilst
retaining independent and priority movement for buses to and from platforms.

2.4 Land availability and alternatives for land parcel groupings

A collection of closely associated and potentially purchasable sites forming a feasible
development footprint have been identified and have the potential to offer expansion
options whilst also being convenient for the two pure cross options. The site is located
immediately opposite the existing exchange building frontage on Lichfield Street
(shown below in yellow). The potential expansion area is shown below in green and
consists of 5 separate lots with vehicular access currently via service lanes shown in
blue. The expiry of leases on these properties need to be accounted for in any
timeline.



Appendix 1 - central city transport concept plan

see:
http://www . ccc. govt. nzI council/ agendas/2 0041 september I sustainab I etransoort2Oth/ cen
tra1 ci tvtransportcon ceptp Ian. pdf

Appendix 2 - Pure cross bus routing

The concept plan identifies two options to achieve the 'pure cross' two way bus
movements on Lichfield Street. Both would include removal of platfonns D and E
from Colombo Street, with north/south buses picking up and dropping off within the
expanded exchange.

The first option is the status quo but with a contraflow bus lane along the south side of
Lichfield Street. This option is called option 3.

The second option is a modified version of the Lichfield - Tuam swap proposal of
2002. This would allow two way traffic movements on Lichfield Street but potentially
remove private vehicle access restrictions across Colombo Street, whilst making
Tuam Street one way eastbound. This option is called modified option 2, or option 4.

D- existing bus exchange

expansion

~ . east / west movements

north / south movements

1



The Council civic offices are shown in red. These are anticipated to be vacated by the
Council mid to late 2007, and therefore should also be considered within the
development envelope (note however that heritage issues with this building should be
investigated to establish constraints on demolition or modification).

Whilst in the early stages of development, it is a possibility that the Council offices
relocation may take place opposite the existing site, on the Tuam Street off street car
park. With the removal of this facility similar car parking type and quantity would
need to be provided (noting that off street parking demand in the area is growing and
already exceeds supply). The study should consider the feasibility of using part or all
of this building and / or its land (within the constraints / possibilities of its heritage
status) for the dual purpose of exchange expansion and car parking, plus any other
ancillary uses.

2.5 Heritage and architectural constraints and desires

Heritage constraints on the demolition or modification of any existing buildings that
could be used should be investigated. This will include modifications to the existing
exchange building (for example elevated access between buildings).

The external architecture should be developed to ensure the expansion would be
consistent with any fonnal requirements, including building height limitations.
Internally it should be consistent with the existing exchange design, accounting in
particular for the need to achieve convenient passenger access to platfonns and
passenger comfort whilst waiting or moving around the building.

2.6 Integration with other public transport services and modes

Consideration should be given to how metro services can be integrated with other
public transport modes such as taxis, the Central City shuttle, commercial shuttle
services and inter-city coaches. Cyclist access and facilities should also be considered
within the overall concept.

2.7 Ancillary functions (e.g. parking, retail, leisure, community services,
etcn)

As discussed above car parking seems a promising ancillary use for the expansion.
There may also be other functions that could be considered for incorporation within
the design such as retail areas or new community services such as child care facilities
or even a library. This could make the exchange a destination in itself, and mitigate
the bus exchanges' perceived remoteness from the heart of the city (i.e. Cathedral
Square).
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